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Bloomberg Intelligence

Bloomberg Intelligence (BI) research delivers an independent perspective providing interactive data 

and investment research on companies, industries and global markets. Our team of 350 research 

professionals help our clients make informed decisions in the rapidly moving investment landscape.
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BI ESG: Coverage Overview

Research

ESG Scores & Primers

• Industry 

• Company 

Carbon Scores & Transition

ESG Funds & ETFs

• Global Coverage 

• Equity, Credit, Themes

Thematic Research and Baskets

• Themes incl. Transition, Clean Energy

• Portfolio Trackers, Thematic Baskets

Credit and Sovereign Research

• ESG in Credit and Sovereign

• Green, Sustainable, Transition bonds

Data & models

Asset Classes

• Equity

• Credit

• Strategy 

• Commodity

Coverage

BI ESG is a global team that helps clients understand how financially material ESG issues are and 

how they are redefining industries' fundamentals and companies' competitiveness

Regional Coverage

• US

• EMEA

• Asia Pacific incl. Japan

Proprietary Models

• Sustainable Development Goals 

• Supply Chain x ESG 

• Greenium BQNT Model

• Clean Energy ETF Tracker

• CEO Pay Tracker

• Green Recovery Tracker

Bloomberg Proprietary Scores

• E, S & G Scores

• Sovereign Scores

• Gender Equality Index Scores

• Third Party ESG Scores

Proprietary and Curated Data

• BI Carbon Transition: Corp. & Countries

• Emission Estimates

• ESG ETF Scores

• ESG Debt

• Proxy & Activism 



ESG Moves from Niche to Mainstream

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence



Thematic ESG Investments Are on the Rise

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence



Bloomberg ESG Data on Biodiversity-Related Metrics

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence



Bloomberg ESG Scores: Measuring Performance on 
Biodiversity and More

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence



BI Proxy: Tracking Shareholder Action on Biodiversity

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence



Biodiversity Concerns Lead to Bank Restrictions

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence



Packaged Food Targets Biodiversity in Supply Chain

Source: Bloomberg Intelligence
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